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Abstract Our society nowadays generates massive amounts of digital data which is being archived and made avail-

able for long time. In addition, many born analog documents are being digitized and included in online archives.

Although document archives are often used by professionals that often precisely know what they wish to search,

when ordinary users search in document archives they often would like to find content which has some relatedness to

the present, for example, content related to popular present events or entities. However, search engines for document

archives do not consider such aspects and retrieve documents in the same way as search engines in non-temporal

collections. In this paper, we propose the notion of ”present relatedness” of archival documents - the concept which

can be included in retrieval mechanisms for document archives. In particular, we put focus on named entities in

documents as their representation and we estimate their relatedness to the present using knowledge bases.
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1 Introduction

Our society nowadays generates massive amounts of data

which is being archived and made available for long time (e.g.

Internet Archive（注1） collecting web snapshots from Alexa).

In addition, more and more analog documents are being dig-

itized and included in online document archives (e.g. The

Times Digital Archive（注2） and ACL Anthology Reference

Corpus（注3）). The continuous development of digital docu-

ment archives allows users to learn about historical events

by searching and browsing old documents as well as read-

ing recent ones about those events. While query suggestion

and text indexing methods have been already studied in the

context of archival search [1] [2] [3]tran15, relatively little has

been done about ranking for archival search.

Professional users such as historians or linguists typically

know what they wish to find when searching in or interact-

ing with archives and have good skills in locating relevant

documents. On the other hand, general users may have less

defined search intents and often would like to find content re-

lated to the present. For example, events, figures, or places

that are the background for present events. Such content

can be not only more relevant and attractive to the users

but has also a good chance to be of higher utility. For exam-

ple, a journalist writing an article on a certain present issue

（注1）：https://archive.org/web/

（注2）：https://www.gale.com/intl/c/the-times-digital-archive

（注3）：http://acl-arc.comp.nus.edu.sg/

might be more interested in past documents that are related

to this issue, rather than ones which have weak connection

and relation to the present.

In this paper, we propose the notion of ”present related-

ness” of archival documents, which indicates their related-

ness to the current times. We implement this idea in, particu-

lar considering document correspondence to popular present

events or entities. We put focus on named entities in docu-

ments as their representation and we estimate their related-

ness to the present using knowledge bases as well as contents

similarity and temporal expressions in the documents. We

then train the learning to rank model with documents col-

lected from different periods and then evaluate whether the

model can effectively rank documents from a certain time

period according to their“ present relatedness”.

We show two examples of our goal. Figure 1 shows arti-

cles from late 1980s. Both tell about economic figures, yet

the top article contains a mention of ”Donald Trump.” Hav-

ing these two documents, we can say that the top document

is more related to the present since Donald Trump is cur-

rent US president. Figure 2 shows articles from 2000s. Both

are related to ”France,” yet the bottom article tells about

protests. Having these two documents, we can say that the

bottom document is more related to the present since French

protests are more popular topic than French cooking. Our

proposed approach aims to rank documents related to the

present higher as output.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss



When it comes to merchandising, Donald J. Trump and

Mody Dioum could not be much farther apart. But they

agree on one thing: The holiday season was hard on Fifth

Avenue street peddlers. And as the avenue stepped back to

normal yesterday, it appeared that the city’s recent crack-

down on merchandise peddlers was still having an effect.

Hale Stores, has moved to coordinate its major businesses

by naming Ira Neimark, chairman and chief executive of

its Bergdorf Goodman subsidiary, to the additional post of

vice president of merchandise development for the Neiman-

Marcus Group.

Figure 1 Excerpt news articles from 1987 (top) [17] and 1988

(bottom)（注5）.

Jean-Franois Revel, a prolific philosopher, writer and jour-

nalist who summoned the classical polemical weapons of

Voltaire and Montaigne, including humor, irony and sur-

prise, to illuminate subjects from French cuisine to French

anti-Americanism, died on Saturday in Paris.

But Sarkozy, still reeling from massive transit strikes and

student protests this month throughout France, is unlikely

to use the current unrest as a vehicle to turn introspective

or vent his rage too loudly at those he once called ”thugs.”

Figure 2 Excerpt news articles from 2006 (top) [19] and 2007

(bottom) [20].

related works. In section 3 we define what is present relat-

edness and we outline our research problem. In section 4 we

describe the features and two-stage learning of our method.

Then we describe our experiments in section 5 and provide

an evaluation of the approach on test data in section 6. We

conclude the paper and mention future improvements in sec-

tion 7.

2 Related Works

A basic search problem in information retrieval (IR) is to

estimate standard relevance score of d, given user query q

and document d [5]. The purpose of our work is to extend

this problem to archival search.

User’s information needs for web search have been clas-

sified into three groups; informational, navigational, and

transactional. Broader analyzed search query logs for the

current Web and found out that around a half of the queries

are informational in conventional Web search [6]. On the

other hand, Costa and Silva analyzed search query logs for

an Web archive search engine and found out that naviga-

tional need was the most common [7].

One central element of navigational need is temporality of

documents. It is reported that a significant number of queries

on the Web more or less include temporal intent [10] [11]. By

exploiting temporality in archived documents, it can lead to

better understanding of old documents and better perfor-

mance of search engines. There have been research works in

the context of archival search recently. Zhang et al. proposed

methods to suggest corresponding entities across time / ge-

ographical areas as effective queries in archival search [1] [2].

Holzmann proposed an indexing method focusing on anchor

texts in a knowledge base [3]. Yet, still little has been done

about ranking archived documents with respect to user ’s

search intent. Often, this intent is imprecise, especially, when

ordinary users are considered. Yet one can assume that in

many cases documents related to present social issues are the

ones that the users would wish to find. We then introduce

the notion of present relatedness of archival documents and

develop initial methods towards its effective estimation. The

application of such method can be in the form of a integral

component within archival search engines which will let users

decide the level of“ present relatedness”they wish to have

when searching for past documents.

As for the concept of present relatedness, the closest work

to ours is probably the one on estimating the importance of

historical figures. Jatowt et al. found out decisive features

that determine the importance of historical figures using fea-

tures extracted from link structure, visit logs and article con-

tent on Wikipedia [8]. While their work tried to predict the

importance score for given historical figures, our work has

the objective of estimating how documents are related to

the present given query.

3 Problem Statement

Def. 1. Present relatedness is a relatedness of past docu-

ments to the present.

Then we define our problem as follows: Given user query

q and document d published in time Tpast (Tpast ≪ Tnow),

the task is to estimate present relatedness score of d:

PR(d | q, Tpast, Tnow). Tnow is an arbitrary time period.

We set Tnow as [2014, 2018].

4 Proposed Method

4 1 Overview

We first represent documents by a range of features that

have high chance to capture their relatedness to the present.

We will list the features along with the hypotheses that guide

their choice below. Having document representation we then

utilize learning to rank models for ranking documents. In

particular, we train the model with documents from two dif-

ferent periods whose gap is about 10-15 years and then we



predict and evaluate whether the model can rank documents

from the middle of two ages according to their“ present

relatedness”. In other words, we assume that very old docu-

ments are on average less related to recent documents. While

it may not always be the case, this assumption holds for a

large number of documents. Thanks to this we do not need

to manually annotate the data for preparing a training set

which would be quite costly. First we explain which features

we propose to use to learn the relatedness to the present.

4 2 Entity-related Features

4 2. 1 Importance of each entity in the document

Entities which are just passing mentions in documents are

probably of little significance to the task of present related-

ness estimation. We then need to select important entities

in a document to define later features. We used three sim-

ple approaches to find the most important entities in each

document.

（ 1） We counted the frequency of each entity and normal-

ized with the frequency of the whole entities in a document.

（ 2） We figured important keywords which play the role

of describing the document. We computed TextRank score

[12] for each entity using the implementation by [13].

（ 3） We figured the offset of earliest entities appeared in

a document.

We then use the five most important entities in each doc-

ument to compute additional features.

4 2. 2 Activity period of entities

We considered that when a document contains a named

entity which is no longer active or no longer strongly re-

membered, a reader has a lower probability to consider the

document to be related to users. Based on this hypothe-

sis, we exploited activity period of each entity. For each

entity we want to retrieve the associated years and time

intervals. First we collected properties whose data type

is date (xsd:date, xsd:dateTime, xsd:gYear etc.（注6）). Then

We extracted the DBpedia Linked Data representation with

temporal information with properties identifying time in-

tervals (e.g. birthDate/deathDate for figures, and found-

ingYear/dissolutionYear for organizations). For querying

properties and date values, we used the DBpedia SPARQL

endpoint（注7）. For each document d, we define NEd = {e1,
e2, …, en} as the set of named entities in the document and

APei = {Tstart, Tend} as the activity period extracted from

ei. The relatedness of an entity to the present rei is defined

whether the activity period has overlap with present or not:

rei =

0 (Tend < Tpresent)

1 (otherwise)
(1)

（注6）：https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-2/

（注7）：https://dbpedia.org/sparql

where Tpresent is an arbitrary number of present year. We

set Tpresentas2014.

4 2. 3 Popularity of entities

We considered that when a named entity is not popular

enough, a reader has a lower probability to find it relevant

and by this find the document related to the present. Based

on this hypothesis, we exploited Wikipedia pageviews us-

ing Wikimedia REST API（注8） as a convenient measure of

popularity of entities. For each entity ei we retrieved the

pageview counts pageview(ei) of its article. We compute

entity popularity(ei) by normalizing the pageviews with a

width of six standard deviations of the pageviews s since it

covers the 99.7% of the distribution, eliminating outliers as

well (See Equation 2).

popularity(ei) =
pageview(ei)

6s
(2)

4 2. 4 Connectedness to present knowledge graph

We considered that when a named entity has fewer con-

nections in the present-oriented knowledge graph, it is less

related to the present. Based on this hypothesis, we con-

structed“ present” knowledge graph G(V,E), where V is

the set of nodes representing DBpedia instances of not only

selected entities in the documents but also entities which

have internal links with them, and E is the set of edges rep-

resenting links between V . We constructed G from DBpedia

Page Links dataset（注9）. We compute the connectedness to

the present using the biased random walk theory. Note that

R is a vector containing node scores, M is an aperiodic tran-

sition matrix, α is a decay factor, and d is the static score

distribution vector summing up to one.

R = (1− α)M ×R+ αd (3)

where

d =

0 (Tend < Tpresent)

1/|d| (otherwise)

4 3 Content-related Features

4 3. 1 Cosine Similarity

We measured cosine similarity between each past docu-

ment and the representative collection of present documents.

We used tf-idf, word2vec, and doc2vec as vectorization meth-

ods. We explain the details about the collection of present

documents in the next section.

4 3. 2 Cosine similarity (Transformed version)

We also measured cosine similarity between each trans-

formed past document and the large collection of present

documents. As for the transformation method, we used the

one proposed in [1].

（注8）：https://wikimedia.org/api/rest v1/

（注9）：https://wiki.dbpedia.org/downloads-2016-10#datasets



Figure 3 Cosine similarity between present documents.

Figure 4 Cosine similarity between present documents and trans-

formed past documents.

4 4 Temporal Expressions

We considered that a when a named entity appeared of-

ten together with mentions of past years yet it appears less

with mentions of recent years, it is less related to the present.

Based on this hypothesis, we extracted years mentions from

each document using HeidelTime temporal tagger（注10）. We

then figured oldest, median, and ealiest year and calcurated

their difference between the year Tpresent [14].

4 5 Learning to Rank

Using features described in the previous subsections, we

trained the model to learn the present relatedness score of

documents. We first gave low score to older documents and

high score to newer documents based on assumption that

newer documents are more related to the present. We use

pairwise approach to train the model to tell which document

is more related to the present (See Figure 4). We also use

listwise approach to rank documents in order of publication

year within collections.

Figure 5 Learning to rank for training.

Using the trained model, we rank documents whose publi-

cation dates are not overlapped with documents used in the

training process. We randomly selected the ranked lists for

evaluation (See Figure 5).

（注10）：https://github.com/HeidelTime/heideltime

Figure 6 Learning to rank for prediction.

5 Experiments

We sampled 50k articles from the New York Times Anno-

tated Corpus, which were published from 1987 to 1991 and

2003 to 2007 respectively as the collection of old documents.

We used them in the learning to rank process. We selected

10k articles from the same corpus, which were published from

1996 to 1997 as the collection of test documents used in the

prediction and evaluation process. To extract entity-related

features, we first extracted named entities from each docu-

ment using TextRazor API（注11）. The API returns Wikipedia

URL with confidence scores given input text. We kept en-

tities with higher confidence score than 0.2. Among kept

entities, we assigned importance scores and computed fea-

tures for five most important entities. We summed up the

feature values for a document.

To compute content-related features, we used crawled ar-

ticles of New York Times from 2014 to 2018 as the collection

of present documents.

As for ranking algorithm, we employed LambdaRank [15]

in both processes using LightGBM library（注12）. We set

nDCG as metrics. We included the whole documents from

both old and new collections as a ranked list for a query since

we did not assume query this time. Next, using the trained

model, we rank documents from the test collection according

to their ”present relatedness”. To make evaluation sufficient,

we split the collection into genres of news article. We used

142 genres which have more than ten articles. We treated

a genre as one query and ranked documents with the same

genre.

6 Evaluation

For evaluation, we randomly selected six genres. For each

genre, we got 1000 documents returned by Solr. Using the

trained model, we re-ranked and pooled top 5 documents.

Four annotators gave 1-4 evaluation whether the document

is present-related or not (1 and 2 are regarded as not relevant

and 3 and 4 are regarded as relevant). Then we evaluated the

annotated result by Precision@1, 3, 5 and MAP(See Table

（注11）：https://www.textrazor.com/

（注12）：https://github.com/Microsoft/LightGBM/tree/master/examples/

lambdarank



1). As for baseline, we used randomized ranking and cosine

similarity. Pairwise approach performed best in Precision@1,

3, and MAP.

Table 1 Evaluation of annotated result. Random and Cosine

methods are baselines. Pairwise and Listwise methods

are proposed approaches.

Random Cosine Pairwise Listwise

Precision@1 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.50

Precision@3 0.39 0.53 0.64 0.53

Precision@5 0.42 0.54 0.52 0.46

MAP 0.61 0.63 0.76 0.64

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a method to estimate ”present

relatedness” of past documents stored in long-term archives

using external knowledge base. We put focus on named en-

tities in the documents as their representation and we esti-

mated their relatedness to the present using knowledge bases

as well as contents similarity and temporal expressions. As

a result, our proposed approach performed better than base-

lines.

For our future work, we would like to try to indicate why

highly-ranked documents are related to the present and thus

by this provide explanation to users to help them better un-

derstand the returned results. At the same time, we would

like to degrade documents with named entities which are not

popular enough to be Wikipedia article. These unfamiliar

entities are overlooked in our approach.
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